BULBS CARTON RANGE

Light Up your Business!
HELLA CARTON RANGE
THE RIGHT PRODUCT FOR ALL REQUIREMENTS
ORDER NOW!

PASSSENGER CARS/TWO WHEELERS

STANDARD
Available in H1, H4, H7, H11 and also H15, H18, H19, ... Hella has them all

PERFORMANCE +60 %
Available in H1, H4, H7

PERFORMANCE +120 %
Available in H1, H4, H7

LONG LIFE
Available in H1, H4, H7, H11

WHITE LIGHT
Available in H1, H4, H7

AFFORDABLE SAFETY
• A popular classic – Hella’s halogen bulbs
• Perfect fit for our customers’ safety needs
• Tested quality
• Ideal value-for-money

PASSIONATE DRIVERS
• Performance +60 %
• See further – More light for better visibility
• React faster – Shorter reaction time
• Better visibility and more comfortable ride
• Up to 60 %* more brightness
• Up to 25 meters* more visibility

PASSIONATE DRIVERS
• Performance +120 %
• See further – More light for better visibility
• React faster – Shorter reaction time
• Better visibility and more comfortable ride
• Up to 120 %* more brightness
• Up to 50 meters* more visibility

PROFESSIONAL DRIVERS
• Durable and reliable
• Up to 3 x longer lifetime than required by ECE
• Longer lifetime – Lower maintenance

DRIVING IN STYLE
• Perfect combination of style and comfort
• Stylish white Xenon look
• Up to 30 %* more light
• More safety due to higher contrast

UP TO 60 %
UP TO 120 %
UP TO 3 x longer lifetime
UP TO 30 %* more light
UP TO 4200 KELVIN
UP TO 250 %
## PASSENGER CARS / HEAVY DUTY / AGRICULTURE

### MINIATURES
- Available in R5W, R10W, P21W, PY21W, W5W, ...

### XENON
- Available in D1S, D2S, D2R, D3S, D4S

### BE SEEN
- Full coverage
- Specifically developed for extreme requirements

### SAFETY & COMFORT
- Brighter and wider light distribution*
- OE-tested quality
- More than twice the brightness*
- Homogeneous light distribution

### AFFORDABLE SAFETY
- Heavy duty bulbs designed to deliver reliable performance
- Perfect fit for trucks and utility vehicles
- Great value-for-money

### EXTENSIVE DRIVING
- Maximum light output
- Vibration resistant
- With all the advantages of long-life bulbs
- Reduced downtimes – Lower bulb maintenance

### BE SEEN
- Full coverage
- Specifically developed for Heavy Duty extreme requirements
- Vibration resistant

---

## HEAVY DUTY

### HEAVY DUTY MINIATURES
- Available in R5W, P21W, PY21W, W5W, ...

### HEAVY DUTY EXPERT
- Available in H1, H3, H4, H7, H11, H15 and all necessary types!

### SAFETY & COMFORT
- Heavy duty bulbs designed to deliver reliable performance
- Perfect fit for trucks and utility vehicles
- Great value-for-money

### EXTENSIVE DRIVING
- Maximum light output
- Vibration resistant
- With all the advantages of long-life bulbs
- Reduced downtimes – Lower bulb maintenance

### BE SEEN
- Full coverage
- Specifically developed for Heavy Duty extreme requirements
- Vibration resistant

---

* Compared to standard halogen lamps (luminous flux)  ** For interior use only

**SINCE 1899**

**COMPETENCE**